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Abstract: New relaxation dispersion experiments are presented that probe millisecond time-scale dynamical
processes in proteins. The experiments measure the relaxation of 1H-15N multiple-quantum coherence as
a function of the rate of application of either 1H or 15N refocusing pulses during a constant time relaxation
interval. In contrast to the dispersion profiles generated from more conventional 15N(1H) single-quantum
relaxation experiments that depend on changes in 15N(1H) chemical shifts between exchanging states,
1H-15N multiple-quantum dispersions are sensitive to changes in the chemical environments of both 1H
and 15N spins. The resulting multiple-quantum relaxation dispersion profiles can, therefore, be quite different
from those generated by single-quantum experiments, so that an analysis of both single- and multiple-
quantum profiles together provides a powerful approach for obtaining robust measures of exchange
parameters. This is particularly the case in applications to protonated proteins where other methods for
studying exchange involving amide proton spins are negatively influenced by contributions from neighboring
protons. The methodology is demonstrated on protonated and perdeuterated samples of a G48M mutant
of the Fyn SH3 domain that exchanges between folded and unfolded states in solution.

Introduction

Insight into the relation between protein structure and function
is often obtained from a study of static three-dimensional
pictures that are generated from NMR or X-ray analyses of such
molecules.1 In many cases these structures provide important
clues relating mechanism of action to molecular architecture.
There are many other examples, however, of where such
analyses fail. Biological molecules are not static and often
undergo large-scale conformational rearrangements which are
necessary for function.2 The kinetics of such structural changes,
the populations of the states that are involved in the rearrange-
ments, and an atomic level description of the structures of
intermediates along the reaction coordinate are all critical for
understanding in detail the complex relation between structure
and activity.

Characterization of states that may be only marginally
populated is, however, difficult, since the majority of biophysical
approaches are only sensitive to the most abundant species in
solution.3 In contrast, certain classes of relaxation-based NMR
experiments can be exquisitely sensitive to the presence of minor
conformers, so long as their populations exceed approximately
0.5% and the exchange kinetics lie in the microsecond-

millisecond time regime.4 In such cases, information on the
kinetics and thermodynamics of the exchange process, as well
as structural data on the minor states, can often be obtained.
Examples in the literature include studies of millisecond (ms)
time-scale dynamics as they relate to enzyme catalysis,5-7

protein folding,8,9 ligand binding,10-13 and protein isomeriza-
tion.14,15

In the past several years, a significant effort has been made
to develop Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG)16,17 NMR
relaxation dispersion experiments that probe millisecond dy-
namics at both backbone and side chain positions in suitably
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labeled proteins.8,18-21 Most experiments have focused on
quantifying exchange contributions to the relaxation of backbone
15N, 1H, 13CR, and side chain methyl13C single-quantum
transitions, although recently methods for measuring dispersion
profiles of backbone1H-15N double-andzero-quantumtransi-
tions have also been reported.22 A goal of our work is to develop
additional experiments to study the backbone amide group,
exploiting as many different coherences as possible, so that all
of the experiments together provide more robust and reliable
measures of exchange. Here we present1H-15N backbone
multiple-quantumdispersion experiments in which variable
numbers of refocusing pulses are applied on either1H or 15N
spins. These new schemes complement the single-quantum and
double-/zero-quantum experiments that have appeared previ-
ously. It is shown that the multiple-quantum versions have, in
many cases, a very different functional dependence on applied
radio frequency field, relative to other dispersion experiments,
and that this difference can be exploited to improve the reliability
of the extracted exchange parameters. Applications to both
perdeuterated and protonated15N-labeled samples of the G48M
mutant of the Fyn SH3 domain, which undergoes exchange
between unfolded and folded states,23 are presented, illustrating
the utility of the new methodology. A description of the
theoretical aspects of the new experiments is also included.

Materials and Methods

Sample Preparation: 15N-labeled, perdeuterated, amide-protonated
(15N/2H) and 15N-labeled, protonated (15N/1H) samples of the G48M
mutant of the Fyn SH3 domain were prepared as described previously,23

except that the perdeuterated protein was expressed in D2O media using
12C,2H-glucose as the carbon source. The15N/2H (15N/1H) samples used
were 0.8 (1.3) mM in protein, 50 mM sodium phosphate, 0.2 mM
EDTA, 0.05% NaN3, pH 7, 10% D2O.

NMR Spectroscopy:Relaxation dispersion experiments involving
the15N/2H (15N/1H) samples of the G48M Fyn SH3 domain were carried
out at 25 (30)°C on VarianInoVa spectrometers at field strengths of
11.7, 14.1, and 18.8 T (only 14.1 and 18.8 T for15N MQ studies of the
15N/1H protein).15N SQ dispersions were recorded for15N/2H and15N/1H
samples using the pulse sequence of Tollinger et al.,8 building on the
relaxation-compensation scheme of Loria et al.18 1H single-quantum
(SQ) dispersions were measured for15N/2H-labeled proteins using the
pulse sequence of Ishima et al.21 15N MQ dispersions for15N/2H and
15N/1H samples (i.e., MQ dispersions with variable numbers of15N 180°
refocusing pulses) were measured using experiments a and b of Figure
1, respectively.1H MQ dispersions were recorded for the15N/2H sample
only (see text for discussion) using pulse scheme c of Figure 1. All
relaxation dispersion experiments were carried out by recording a set
of 2D spectra with variable spacing, 2δ, between refocusing pulses of
a CPMG sequence applied during a constant time delay,8 T ) 4nδ.

Data sets were processed using NMRPipe software24 and subse-
quently analyzed using MUNIN,25 as described previously. The peak
intensities, I1, in spectra recorded for differentνCPMG ) 1/(4δ)

frequencies were converted intoR2,eff values according toR2,eff )
-1/T‚ln{I1(νCPMG)/I0}, whereI0 is the peak intensity when the constant
time CPMG element is removed. Uncertainties inR2,eff were obtained
on the basis of repeat measurements for at least two separateνCPMG

values (in cases where errors inR2,eff were less than 2%, errors of 2%
were assumed). Constant time delays,T, of 20 (40) ms were used for
MQ (SQ) dispersion measurements except thatT values of 20, 30 ms
were used for recording1H SQ dispersions at 14.1 T, 18.8 T on the
15N/2H sample, respectively. Each relaxation dispersion profile consists
of 10 to 18 points measured withνCPMG varied between 50 and 1000
Hz in 15N MQ/SQ experiments and between 50 Hz and 2.5 (2.0) kHz
in 1H MQ (SQ) experiments. The resulting measuring times were
approximately the same for all experiments, between 18 and 24 h per
dispersion.

Data Analysis: Measured relaxation dispersions for15N/2H and
15N/1H G48M Fyn SH3 domain samples were analyzed on a per-residue
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Figure 1. Pulse schemes for the measurement of15N (a and b) and1H
MQ (c) dispersion profiles. Schemes a and c are used in applications
involving perdeuterated proteins, while sequence b is designed for studies
of protonated proteins (although it could also be used in applications to
deuterated molecules). All narrow (wide) rectangular pulses are applied
with a tip angle of 90° (180°) along thex-axis unless indicated otherwise.
The shaped proton pulses (with the exception of the pulse of phaseφ2 in
scheme b) are water-selective and are typically implemented with “rect-
angular” shapes (∼ 2ms). All 15N pulses are applied with a field of 5.8
kHz, with 15N WALTZ-16 decoupling35 achieved using a 1 kHz field (600
MHz). Schemes a and b: All rectangular1H pulses are applied with a 36
kHz field with the carrier centered on water, while the shaped 180° pulse
of phaseφ2 in scheme b has a RE-BURP profile36 with an excitation
maximum shifted to 8.1 ppm and a bandwidth that covers only the amide
protons (at 600 MHz a 2.3 ms pulse is employed; the pulse is scaled
according to 2.3*(600/X), whereX is the spectrometer field). In scheme a
the duration of the1H 180° pulse of phaseφ2 is subtracted from theδ
delays that immediately flank the pulse, while in scheme b an15N refocusing
pulse is applied simultaneously with the RE-BURP pulse to refocus15N
chemical shift evolution that would normally occur during the pulse. The
water magnetization is preserved in both of these experiments. Scheme c:
Water magnetization is dephased by moving the selective pulse of phase
φ0 prior to gradient g1 and eliminating the second water selective pulse
(prior to g3). After the water-selective pulse, the1H carrier is jumped from
water to the center of the amide region where it remains until prior to the
15N 90° pulse of phaseφ3, when it is returned to water. Non-selective1H
pulses up to and including the 90y pulse after the CPMG interval are applied
with a field of 25 kHz, while the remaining pulses employ a 36 kHz field.
One-half the duration of the15N 180° pulse applied in the center of the
CPMG period is subtracted from each of the adjacentδ delays. The delays
used are as follows:τa ) 2.5 ms,τb ) 1.4 ms,τc ) 0.5 ms. The phase
cycling employed is as follows:φ0 ) {-x}, scheme a;φ0 ) {x}, scheme
b; φ1 ) {y,-y}; φ2 ) {2(x),2(-x)}; φ3 ) {4(x),4(-x)}; φ4 ) {x}; rec )
{2(x,-x),2(-x,x)}. Quadrature is achieved using the enhanced-sensitivity
pulsed field gradient method37,38 by incrementing phaseφ4 by 180° and
changing the sign of gradient g7. The durations and strengths of the gradients
are as follows:g0 ) (t1/2, 0.5 G/cm),g1 ) (1 ms, 6 G/cm),g2 ) (0.5 ms,
8 G/cm),g3 ) (0.5 ms, 14 G/cm),g4 ) (1.25 ms, 15 G/cm),g5 ) (0.15
ms, 15 G/cm),g6 ) (0.15 ms, 14 G/cm),g7 ) (0.125 ms, 29.5 G/cm).
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basis. Namely,1H and 15N MQ and SQ dispersion profiles for the
15N/2H-labeled protein recorded at three magnetic fields were fit
numerically to a model of two-site exchange (states A and B). Values
of the exchange rate constant,kex ) kAB + kBA, and the population of
the unfolded state,pB, were treated as global adjustable parameters,
while 1H and15N chemical shift differences between states,∆$H and
∆$N, were adjusted separately for each type of dispersion. Thus, the
12 dispersion profiles recorded for each residue of the15N/2H sample
(1H and15N MQ, SQ at three fields) were fit together using a total of
20 adjustable parameters:kex, pB, ∆$H (1H SQ),∆$N (15N SQ),∆$H

and∆$N (1H MQ), ∆$H and∆$N (15N MQ), and intrinsic relaxation
rates at 11.7, 14.1, and 18.8 T for1H SQ, 15N SQ, 1H MQ, 15N MQ
coherences. Chemical shift differences extracted separately for each
coherence have allowed us to address the consistency of the data
recorded using SQ and MQ methods (see below). In what follows we
will use ∆$i and∆ωi to refer to chemical shift differences in ppm and
rad/sec, respectively.MoreoVer, all ∆$i Values will be reported in1H
ppm, which will simplify the discussion that follows.15N MQ and SQ
dispersion profiles for the15N/1H sample were recorded at two and
three magnetic fields, respectively, and analyzed together withkex, pB,
∆$H, and∆$N as global parameters (so that a total of 5 dispersion
profiles were fit using 9 adjustable parameters). This has allowed us
to precisely estimate∆$H without recording1H-based CPMG experi-
ments that are only applicable for highly deuterated proteins. It should
be noted that it is not possible to extract the sign of∆$i from analyses
of the dispersion profiles; only absolute values of∆$i are reported in
what follows. The quality of each fit was assessed usingø2 statistics,26

i.e. by comparison of the values of theø2 target function to the number
of degrees of freedom in the optimized model. For all fits in Figures
3 and 4, reducedø2 values (ø2/number of degrees of freedom) of less
than 1 were obtained. Uncertainties in the extracted exchange parameters
were estimated by the covariance matrix method.27

Experimental Artifacts: Simulations have established that MQ
relaxation dispersion profiles are more sensitive to pulse offset effects
than the corresponding SQ experiments. To evaluate the resulting
systematic errors inR2,eff, we have considered a two spin15N-1H spin
system, undergoing a two-site exchange process with exchange
parameters similar to those determined for the15N/2H-labeled G48M
mutant of the Fyn SH3 domain, 25°C (see below):kex ) 400 s-1, pB

) 5%,∆$N ) 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 ppm (1H ppm) and∆$H ) 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
ppm. Simulations were performed in the space of 32 Cartesian operators,
including the effects of relaxation for a system with an overall
correlation time,τR, of 5 ns,S2 ) 0.8 and the time constant for fast
internal motions,τe, set to 0.15N multiple-quantum CPMG dispersion
profiles were generated withνCPMG ranging from 50 to 1000 Hz with
a 50 Hz step size using a constant time relaxation periodT of 40 ms
along with an15N 180° pulse length of 80µs and15N offsets from 0 to
10 ppm. All computations were done assuming a static Bo field of 18.8
T. The resulting dispersion profiles have been compared with those
generated using an effective pulse width of 0µs (i.e., zero pulse offset
effects). A comparison ofR2,eff values from the corresponding disper-
sions generated with and without offset effects establishes that the
maximum difference is always less than 1.1 s-1 for 15N offsets within
6 ppm (480 Hz). Simulations have also been performed to investigate
the effect of differential relaxation between transverse elements (for
example,HXNX) and the corresponding longitudinal terms that are
present during application of the15N pulses (HXNZ in this case). Again
a full density matrix treatment has been considered, taking into account,
of course, relaxation. Exchange was not included in the computations
so that flat dispersions are obtained in the absence of offset effects.
For highνCPMG values (> ∼500 Hz), values ofR2,eff increase as expected
sinceR(HXNX) ) 0.5{R(H+N+) + R(H+N-)} < R(HXNZ). The extent

of increase depends on offset and molecular size, so that, forτR ) 5
ns, calculated errors inR2,eff values are smaller than 1 s-1 for 15N offsets
less than 800 Hz, while, forτR ) 15 ns, the error can be as large as 1.5
s-1 for offsets of 800 Hz but less than 1 s-1 for offsets within 500 Hz.
Interestingly, much of this error derives from a combination of offset
and scalar coupling, since if the simulations are repeated with the one-
bond15N-1H coupling set to zero, the errors are reduced considerably.
It is worth mentioning that a similar effect occurs for SQ dispersions,
but in this case, dispersions decrease slightly withνCPMG, sinceR(NX)
> R(NZ).

We have also examined the effects of offset dependence on MQ
dispersion profiles experimentally. A set of15N MQ dispersions were
recorded on the15N/2H G48M Fyn SH3 domain with the15N carrier
placed at 114, 119, and 124 ppm. These profiles were supplemented
with 15N SQ dispersions recorded with the carrier at 119 ppm, since
MQ data sets are best analyzed in concert with SQ profiles. For the 17
residues in the protein for which significant dispersions were obtained,
each of the three15N MQ profiles was fit along with the15N SQ curve
(data from both 14.1 and 18.8 T for a total of 4 curves/fit) to generate
three sets of exchange parameters for a given residue (i.e., MQ data
with the carrier at 114 ppm and SQ data were fit, MQ data with the
carrier at 119 ppm and SQ data were fit, etc). Values of exchange
parameters (kex, pB, ∆$N, ∆$H) obtained for a given residue from any
two fits are within error in cases where15N offsets are less than 6 ppm,
consistent with the results from simulations. Notably, even when one
of the exchange parameter sets is derived from fits involving15N MQ
dispersions with offsets greater than 6 ppm (some as large as 15 ppm),
in the majority of cases there is still good agreement (values are within
experimental error) with parameters obtained from profiles that are more
“on-resonance”. Depending on the size of the dispersions and the errors
that can be tolerated, it may be advisable to record15N MQ profiles at
a pair of offsets, although this was not done in the present case. Note
that for 1H MQ dispersion measurements, offset effects are expected
to be negligible due to the relatively short1H 180° pulses that are
employed.

Results and Discussion

NMR Experiments. Figure 1 illustrates the new multiple-
quantum CPMG-based dispersion experiments that have been
developed to measure millisecond time-scale exchange processes
in proteins. The schemes are similar to those reported previously
for the generation of single-quantum (SQ)15N dispersion
profiles,8,18 and only the salient features will, therefore, be
described here. At pointa in the sequence, the coherence of
interest is given byHXNX, where Ai, i ) {x,y,z} is the i
component ofA magnetization. In what follows below we will
write HXNX ) (H+N+ + H+N- + H-N+ + H-N-)/4, with A(

)AX ( iAY. The interval denoted by a-c in the figure is a
constant time relaxation period during which CPMG trains of
15N 180° pulses (a,b) or1H 180° pulses c are applied. Consider
first schemes a and b. In both experiments multiple-quantum
(MQ) dispersions are generated as a function of15N 180° pulse
repetition rate (referred to in what follows as15N MQ disper-
sions). A single1H 180° pulse (phaseφ2) is applied at the
midpoint of the constant time interval (T ) 4nδ) which refocuses
evolution from1H chemical shift. The experiments differ in that
in scheme a the proton 180° pulse of phaseφ2 is nonselective,
while in scheme b an amide-proton selective pulse is employed.
Thus, the latter scheme can be used in applications to protonated
proteins, where evolution due to1Hamide-1Haliphatic scalar
couplings is an issue, while for perdeuterated molecules either
of sequences a or b can be employed (we have used scheme a
here). In scheme b, an15N refocusing pulse is applied

(26) Zar, Z. H.Biostatistical Analysis; Prentice Hall Inc.: Englewood Cliffs,
NJ, 1984.

(27) Press, W. H.; Flannery, B. P.; Teukolsky, S. A.; Vetterling, W. T.Numerical
Recipes in C; Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1988.
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simultaneously with the amide selective pulse to refocus15N
chemical shift evolution during this interval (see legend to Figure
1). The additional15N pulse, relative to scheme a changes
slightly the functional form of the resulting dispersions, provided
they are recorded in a constant time manner (see below). After
the constant time CPMG period,15N chemical shift is recorded
and magnetization subsequently transferred back to1H for obser-
vation. A set of experiments is obtained with different values
of δ and the effective relaxation rate,R2,eff, calculated for each
site according to the relationR2,eff ) -1/T‚ln{I1(νCPMG)/I0},
whereI1(νCPMG) (I0) is the cross-peak intensity at the end of (in
the absence of) the CPMG interval.

Sequence c generates1H MQ dispersion profiles and is similar
to the1H SQ dispersion experiment, first described by Ishima
and Torchia.21 The15N pulse in the center of the CPMG element
now assumes the role of the1H 180° φ2 pulse in (a) and in this
case refocuses the15N chemical shift. As described by Ishima
and Torchia,21 application of schemes with variable numbers
of 1H pulses to protonated samples is complicated both by
transverse cross-relaxation between amide and surrounding
aliphatic spins and scalar coupled magnetization transfer, both
of which vary withδ. Experiment c is, therefore, best performed
on perdeuterated samples. The1H MQ scheme is likely to be
less sensitive than the corresponding15N MQ sequences (a and
b), since dephasing of water is necessary in the former case.
Elimination of water magnetization avoids anyνCPMG dependent
signal intensity modulation that would otherwise occur due to
increasing saturation of water with pulse number when nonse-
lective 1H pulses are used in the CPMG element (c). Note that
water magnetization is preserved in the15N MQ experiments.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that it is possible to develop a
suite of multiple-quantum experiments in which variable
numbers of1H refocusing pulses are inserted into the15N CPMG
element (a,b) or15N pulses into the1H CPMG period (c) (rather
than 1 used here), although we have not done so.

Theoretical Considerations:As described above, the MQ
experiments of Figure 1 are similar to their SQ counterparts
that have been discussed in the literature previously.8,18,21 It
might seem reasonable, therefore, to suppose that for a given
set of exchange parameters the functional dependence of the
dispersion profiles would be very similar for both SQ and MQ
coherences. In fact, there can be some rather striking differences
between the two classes of experiments, and it is worthwhile
to develop the appropriate framework to appreciate some of
these differences. In what follows we present a closed-form
analytical expression forR2,eff measured in MQ dispersion
experiments as a function ofδ. Such an equation is useful on
a number of levels. First, by considering various limiting cases,
insight can be obtained regarding how the various exchange
parameters influence the resulting dispersions. Second, from a
practical standpoint having an analytical expression expedites
fitting of the dispersions; although data could be fit numerically
(and we routinely do so) this is more computationally intensive.
Third, such a derivation has been useful in clarifying the
differences between measuringR2,eff in constant time mode
where only a single spectrum is recorded for eachνCPMG value
and from a series of time points (spectra) for each CPMG
frequency.

Consider first a CPMG scheme of the form (δ-180N-δ)n-180H-
(δ-180N-δ)n with a constant time relaxation delayT (T ) 4nδ),

and with the number of15N refocusing pulses variable (see
Figure 1, sequence a; note that what follows also applies to
sequence c, with “N” and “H” interchanged). We assume a
system that undergoes two-site chemical exchange (sites A and
B), with 1H and15N frequency differences between the sites of
∆ωH and∆ωN, respectively, with equal relaxation rates,R, for
zero- and double-quantum coherences in both states, and where
the population of site A greatly exceeds that of B,pA . pB.
Exchange is described by forward and reverse rate constants
kAB ) kexpB, kBA ) kexpA. The effective relaxation rate for a
given value ofδ, R2,eff, is expressed as a function of signal
attenuation as-1/T‚ln{I1/I0}, where I1 and I0 are cross-peak
intensities (state A) from experiments recorded with and without
the CPMG period, respectively. At the start of the CPMG
interval, the coherences of interest are given by the sum (ZQ-

+ ZQ+ + DQ- + DQ+)/4, with DQ( ) {DQ(,A, DQ(,B}T

andZQ (){ZQ(,A, ZQ(,B}T and double- (DQ) and zero- (ZQ)
quantum states defined as the products of single-quantum1H
and 15N coherences, i.e.,ZQ( ) H-N( and DQ( ) H(N(.
Therefore, the signal intensity at the end of the pulse sequence
is calculated as the average over the components of magnetiza-
tion originating from these four coherences.

The evolution ofDQ( andZQ( coherences during the free
precession periods,δ, is given by DQ((δ) ) D(DQ((0),
ZQ((δ) ) Z(ZQ((0) where

Here we assume that the carrier frequencies of1H and15N pulses
coincide with the resonance frequencies of magnetization in state
A. The effect of15N 180° pulses is to interconvertDQ( and
ZQ- coherences, while the single1H 180° pulse at the center
of the intervalT interconvertsDQ( andZQ( elements. Thus,
DQ((4nδ) andZQ((4nδ) that have evolved during the sequence
(δ-180N-δ)n-180H-(δ-180N-δ)n are given by

with A( ) (D(Z-Z-D()n/2 andB( ) (Z(D-D-Z()n/2. Implicit
in eq 2 is the fact thatZQ((DQ() coherences at the start of the
CPMG delay evolve intoDQ((ZQ() by the end due to the
action of the1H/15N pulses during this interval. Note thatA+

) A-
* , B+ ) B-

* , D+ ) D-
* , Z+ ) Z-

* , DQ+ ) DQ-
* , andZQ+

) ZQ-
* , where * denotes complex conjugate. Therefore,

expressions forDQ- andZQ- coherences may be calculated
simply by taking complex conjugates of those forDQ+ and
ZQ+ (or simply by replacing∆ωH with -∆ωH and∆ωN with
-∆ωN).

The evolution matrices in eqs 1 and 2 are, in general,
nonsymmetric. They can, however, always be symmetrized by
the similarity transformationX′ ) S-1XS, whereX is one of
A(, B(, D(, or Z(, V′ ) S-1V, V is equal toDQ(, ZQ(, and
S is a diagonal matrix with elements,Sjk ) xpjδjk.28 Thus,

(28) Allerhand, A.; Thiele, E.J. Chem. Phys.1966, 45, 902-916.

D( ) exp([-R - kexpB kexpA

kexpB (i∆ωH(i∆ωN - R - kexpA ]‚δ)
(1)

Z( ) exp([-R - kexpB kexpA

kexpB -i∆ωH( i∆ωN - R - kexpA ]‚δ)

DQ((4nδ) ) A(B(ZQ((0) (2)

ZQ((4nδ) ) B(A(DQ((0)
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DQ((0), ZQ((0), assumed proportional to{pA, pB}T, are
transformed intoDQ′((0), ZQ′((0) that are proportional to
{xpA, xpB}T. (Note that due to the preparation period pro-
ceeding the CPMG sequence initial conditions may deviate
slightly from {pA, pB}T). In the new notation eqs 1 and 2 are
written as

with A′( ) (D′(Z′-Z′-D′()n/2 andB′( ) (Z′(D′-D′-Z′()n/2.
Symmetrization of the evolution matrices considerably simplifies
the subsequent symbolic calculations.

The evolution of magnetization before and after the 180H

pulse is given by a weighted sum of two complex exponentials
that correspond to the eigenvalues ofA′(, B′(. It can be shown
that A′+ and B′- have the same eigenvalues and that the
eigenvalues ofA′- andB′+ are complex conjugates of these. It
can also be shown (at least numerically) that one of the two
eigenvalues ofA′+ andB′- is equal to exp(-2nδλ1), with λ1

given by a modified Carver-Richards formula29,30 that takes
into account1H evolution during the15N CPMG period:

where

Note that λ1 is a complex number with an imaginary part
that approaches 0 in the limit∆ωH f 0 and that in this limit eq
4 reduces to the original Carver-Richards formula for single-
quantum coherence.29,30 In most cases of interest, the decay
of magnetization associated with the other eigenvalue,
exp(-2nδλ2), is too fast to be observed (i.e., Re(λ2) . Re(λ1)),
and we have, therefore, neglected all such terms in the following
derivation.

At the conclusion of the CPMG schemeDQ′+(0) )
1/4M0{xpA, xpB}T has been converted intoZQ′+(4nδ) (see eq
2), and the “amount” of this coherence in state A is given by

and

whereRA′+ andRB′+ are matrices of eigenvectors ofA′+ and
B′+ (columns ofRA′+ andRB′+ are the normalized eigenvectors
of A′+, B′+) andRT is the transpose ofR. Analogous expressions
can be written forI′1,D- and I′1,Z-, corresponding to the case
where the coherences of interest at the start of the CPMG
interval areDQ′- andZQ′- , respectively.

It remains to determine analytical expressions forRA′+ and
RB′+. This can be accomplished by calculating expressions for
A′(, B′( (for n ) 2) with the help of a symbolic calculation
program such as Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Inc.) from
which the matrices of eigenvectors can be obtained. It can be
shown thatA′(, B′( are symmetric matrices with small off
diagonal elements, and their matrices of eigenvectors are
complex, antisymmetric:

where

with d( ) (∆ωH + ∆ωN) ( ikex, z( ) (∆ωH - ∆ωN) ( ikex.
Note that we have expanded the elements of the matrices of

(29) Carver, J. P.; Richards, R. E.J. Magn. Reson.1972, 6, 89-105.
(30) Davis, D. G.; Perlman, M. E.; London, R. E.J. Magn. Reson., Ser. B1994,

104, 266-275.

D′( ) exp([-R - kexpB kexxpApB

kexxpApB
(i∆ωH (i∆ωN - R - kexpA ]‚δ)

(3)

Z′( ) exp([-R - kexpB kexxpApB

kexxpApB
-i∆ωH(i∆ωN - R - kexpA ]‚δ)

DQ′((4nδ) ) A′(B′(ZQ′((0)

ZQ′((4nδ) ) B′(A′(DQ′((0)

λ1 ) R + 1
2(kex - 1

2δ
cosh-1(D+ coshη+ - D- cosη -)) (4)

D( ) 1
2(ψ + 2∆ωN

2

xψ2 + ú2
( 1)

η( ) x2δxxψ2 + ú2 ( ψ

ψ ) (i∆ωH + (pA - pB)kex)
2 - ∆ωN

2 + 4pApBkex
2

ú ) -2∆ωN(i∆ωH + (pA - pB)kex)

I′1,D+ ) 1/4M0(B′+A′+[xpA

xpB
])‚[1 0 ] ) (5)

) 1/4M0((RB′+
T )‚[exp(-2nδλ1

* ) 0
0 0]‚(RB′+

T )-1‚

(RA′+
T )‚[exp(-2nδλ1) 0

0 0]‚(RA′+
T )-1‚[xpA

xpB
])‚[1 0 ]

ZQ′+(0)) 1/4M0{xpA,xpB}T

is converted intoDQ′+ in the amount (state A):

I′1,Z+ ) 1/4M0(A′+B′+[xpA

xpB
])‚[1 0 ] )

1/4M0((RA′+
T )‚[exp(-2nδλ1) 0

0 0]‚(RA′+
T )-1‚

(RB′+
T )‚[exp(-2nδλ1

*) 0
0 0]‚(RB′+

T )-1‚[xpA

xpB
])‚[1 0 ]

RA′(
T ) [1 - mD(

2 /2 -mD(

mD( 1 - mD(
2 /2],

RB′(
T ) [1 - mZ(

2 /2 -mZ(

mZ( 1 - mZ(
2 /2] (6)

(RA′(
T )-1 ) [1 - mD(

2 /2 mD(

-mD( 1 - mD(
2 /2],

(RB′(
T )-1 ) [1 - mZ(

2 /2 mZ(

-mZ( 1 - mZ(
2 /2]

mD( ) (
ikexxpApB

d(z(
(z( + 2∆ωN

sin(z(δ)

sin((d( + z()δ)) (7)

mZ- ) (
ikexxpApB

d(z(
(d( - 2∆ωN

sin(d(δ)

sin((d( + z()δ))
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eigenvectors in a power series in (pApB)0.5, retaining terms up
to and including (pApB).

Substituting eq 6 into eq 5, multiplying the matrices, and
neglecting terms proportional topB

x with x > 1, or similarly,
terms proportional tomj

y with y > 2, j ) D(, Z(, one can write
I′1,D( and I′1,Z( as

Recalling thatmD- ) mD+
* , mZ- ) mZ+

* , that I′0 ) M0xpA and
that the net signal is proportional to the sum of the four
coherences (I′1,D(, I′1,Z() that are present at the end of the CPMG
interval, the final expression forR2,eff is calculated to be

with λ1 given by eq 4 andmD+, mZ+ by eq 7. Equation 9 is
valid over the same range of exchange parameters for
which the Carver-Richards equation29,30 holds. Of interest, in
the limit that δ f 0, the second term of eq 9 becomes
-1/(4nδ)ln(1 + 4∆ωH

2 kex
2 pB/(∆ωH

2 + kex
2 )2).

Equation 9 is sufficiently compact that efficient back-
calculations of model exchange parameters from experimental
dispersion profiles can be performed using standard mathemati-
cal packages. Note that in principleR2,eff may be written as a
real function (i.e., real variables). However, for the sake of
compactness, we prefer the functional form forR2,eff given by
eqs 4, 7, and 9.

It is worth emphasizing that the second term of eq 9, which
provides a small correction to Re(λ1) (see below), does not
vanish in the limit that∆ωH f 0, where multiple-quantum
dispersions become identical to those measured in single-
quantum experiments. Thus, the Carver-Richards equation (eq
4), which provides an estimate for Re(λ1), cannot rigorously
be used as isto analyze either SQ or MQ dispersion data
generated when a constant time CPMG period is employed with
R2,eff given by-1/T‚ln{I1/I0}, although the errors that do arise
are very small forT > 20-30 ms in the case of SQ data and
somewhat larger for MQ dispersions. (Note that the second term
of eq 9 scales as 1/T.) This can be understood clearly by
recasting eq 9 asI1 ) I0Qexp(-4nδRe(λ1)), with Q a function
of δ but notn (or T ) 4nδ). For eachδ value, the magnetization
decay as a function ofT is given by a single exponential with
a rate of Re(λ1), so that if dispersion experiments are recorded
in a non-constant time manner by measuring severalT points
and obtaining the decay of signal as a function ofT, R2,eff is
indeed given by Re(λ1) (eq 4).

The analytical expression forR2,eff for the CPMG-type scheme
presented in Figure 1b, (δ-180N-δ)n-180H,N-(δ-180N-δ)n, where
180H,N indicates the simultaneous application of1H and15N 180°
pulses in the center of the CPMG period, is slightly different
than that presented in eq 9. For this particular scheme, evolution

of the coherencesDQ′( andZQ′( is given by

whereA′( ) (D′(Z′-Z′-D′()n/2, B′( ) (Z′(D′-D′-Z′()n/2, and
D′( and Z′( are given by eq 3. In complete analogy to the
derivation described above, one may write the expressions for
I′1,D( and I′1,Z( in this case:

Again, recalling thatmD- ) mD+
* , mZ- ) mZ+

* , and I′0 ) M0

xpA, R2,eff measured using this constant time sequence is

We conclude this section with a few words about some of
the assumptions that have been made in the above derivations.
First, although eqs 9 and 12 are derived explicitly for the case
where n is even, numerical simulations show that these
expressions may be applied for any integral value ofn. Second,
we have assumed that the intrinsic relaxation rates are equivalent
in both states, and indeed for many exchanging systems this
will not be the case. For example, in the case of the exchanging
SH3 domain considered below, relaxation rates in the unfolded
and folded states differ by a factor of 2.31 Palmer and co-workers
have shown, however, that in the limit thatpA . pB, dispersion
profiles are rather insensitive to imbalances in relaxation rates.32

Simulations that we have performed confirm this and establish
that even for an unfolding system, contributions to dispersion
profiles due to differences in relaxation rates are likely to be
within noise (so long aspA . pB, as is the case for the G48M
Fyn SH3 domain; see below). Third, we have assumed that
double- and zero-quantum coherences relax with the same
intrinsic rates, eq 1. This is not limiting; refocusing pulses
applied during the course of the CPMG scheme interconvert
DQ and ZQ states so that the effective intrinsic relaxation rate
becomesR(HxNx).

MQ Dispersion Profiles: Equations 1, 4, 9, and 12 above
show a dependence on∆ωH that is lacking in the case of
exchange involving single-quantum15N magnetization, and this
introduces a number of interesting features into the dispersion
profiles, as illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows a series of
15N MQ dispersion profiles generated for a two-site exchange
process with∆$N ) ∆$H ) 0.25 ppm (11.7 T),pA ) 96%
andkex ranging from 250 to 2000 s-1. (As described in Materials
and Methods,∆ωΝ, ∆ωΗ are in units of rad/s,∆$N, ∆$H are

(31) Farrow, N. A.; Zhang, O.; Forman-Kay, J. D.; Kay, L. E.Biochemistry
1997, 36, 2390-2402.

(32) Millet, O.; Loria, J. P.; Kroenke, C. D.; Pons, M.; Palmer, A. G.J. Am.
Chem. Soc.2000, 122, 2867-2877.

I′1,D( ) 1/4M0xpAexp(-2nδ(λ1 + λ1
*))‚(1 - mD(

2 +

mD(mZ( - mZ(
2 + mD(xpB/pA) (8)

I′1,Z( ) 1/4M0xpAexp(-2nδ(λ1 + λ1
*))‚(1 - mD(

2 +

mD(mZ( - mZ(
2 + mZ(xpB/pA)

R2,eff(1/(2δ)) ) Re(λ1) - 1
4nδ

ln(Re(1 - mD+
2 - mZ+

2 +

mD+ mZ+ +
mD+ + mZ+

2 xpB

pA
)) (9)

DQ′-(4nδ) ) A′- A′(DQ′((0) (10)

ZQ′-(4nδ) ) B′- B′(ZQ′((0)

I′1,D( ) 1/4M0xpAexp(-2nδ(λ1 + λ1
*))‚(1 - mD(

2 +

mD(mD- - mD-
2 + mD(xpB/pA) (11)

I'1,Z( ) 1/4M0xpAexp(-2nδ(λ1 + λ1
*))‚(1 - mZ(

2 +

mZ(mZ- - mZ-
2 + mZ(xpB/pA)

R2,eff(1/(2δ)) ) Re(λ1) - 1
4nδ

ln(Re(1 - mD+
2 - mZ+

2 +

mD+mD- + mZ+mZ-

2
+

mD+ + mZ+

2 xpB

pA
)) (12)
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the equivalent,both expressed in1H ppm.) Profiles have been
simulated numerically (identical dispersions are generated using

eq 9) assuming the pulse scheme of Figure 1a withT ) 4nδ )
40 ms. Very similar dispersions would be obtained if the
sequence of Figure 1b were employed. The15N single-quantum
dispersion profile is shown (open squares) as a point of reference
(kex ) 1000 s-1). For largekex values,R2,eff profiles look not
unlike those for single-quantum magnetization in the sense that
R2,eff values decrease with increasingνCPMG (for example,kex

) 2000 s-1). However, as illustrated in the figure, askex

decreases from 2000 s-1, the dispersions become more shallow,
and whenkex ) 500, 250 s-1, profiles that increase as a function
of νCPMG (at least for low values ofνCPMG) are obtained!

Figure 2b illustrates the influence of∆ωH on 15N MQ
dispersion profiles for two-site exchange with parameters∆$N

) 0.25 ppm (11.7 T),pA ) 96%, andkex ) 500 s-1. In the
case where∆$H ) 0 ppm, multiple-quantum and single-
quantum dispersions are equivalent and anR2,eff profile that
decreases significantly withνCPMG is obtained. As∆$H

increases, however, the dispersions become smaller, gradually
becoming concave in shape. The origin of this surprising
transition can be understood by considering the difference in
R2,eff rates for very small and very largeνCPMG values (Rex) in
a number of limiting cases. Note that for largeνCPMG values,
exchange contributions arising from∆ωN are effectively
quenched andR2,eff rates for 1H-15N multiple-quantum
coherences can be derived by considering the evolution of
single-quantum1H magnetization during the element illustrated
in the dashed box in Figure 2c (contributions toR2,eff of kAB

and pApB(∆ωΗ)2/kex in the slow and fast exchange limits,
respectively4). In contrast, forνCPMG ≈ 0, R2,eff rates are
calculated from the inset on the right side of Figure 2c with
δ f ∞. Consider an exchanging system with∆ωN ) ∆ωH )
∆ω so that only the double-quantum component is relaxed due
to exchange (eq 1). In the slow pulsing limit, exchange is
operative only 50% of the time, since double- and zero-quantum
coherences are interconverted and allowed to evolve for intervals
of equal duration and exchange influences only double-
quantum coherences. From the above discussion, the value of
R2,eff(νCPMG f 0) andR2,eff(νCPMG f ∞) can be calculated from
the schemes on the right (withδ f ∞) and left, respectively.
Assuming fast exchange,R2,eff(νCPMG f 0) ) 1/2pApB(2∆ω)2/kex

andR2,eff(νCPMG f ∞) ) pApB(∆ω)2/kex (contributions toR2,eff

from intrinsic relaxation are neglected), and thus, a dispersion
profile is obtained which decreases withνCPMG (Figure 2a,
diamond symbols for example). In the case of slow exchange,
R2,eff(νCPMG f 0) ) kAB/2, since only the double-quantum
component is affected by exchange, whileR2,eff(νCPMG f ∞) )
kAB and a dispersion profile is obtained that increases with
increasingνCPMG (Figure 2a, open circles, for example).

In Figure 2c, contributions toR2,eff in the slow (4δ ) 1 s,
solid curve) and fast pulsing (dashed curve) limits as a
function of kex/∆ω are shown for∆$N ) ∆$H ) 0.25 ppm
(11.7 T) andpA ) 96%. Dispersions withR2,eff(νCPMG f 0) <
R2,eff(νCPMG f ∞) are those derived fromkex/∆ω ratios for which
the dashed curve is higher than the solid curve in the figure.
Also shown in the figure are the curves corresponding toR2,eff

) kAB/2 andkAB (slow exchange limit, slow and fast pulsing,
respectively, dotted lines on the left) and1/2pApB(2∆ω)2/kex,
pApB(∆ω)2/kex (fast exchange limit, slow and fast pulsing,
respectively, dotted lines on the right). Of interest, good
agreement between the exact contributions (solid/dashed curves)

Figure 2. Simulated15N multiple-quantum dispersion profiles illustrating
the effect of nonzero values of∆ωH on the dispersions. (a) Dispersion
profiles generated from scheme a of Figure 1,T ) 4nδ ) 40 ms, and com-
puted for a two-site exchange process (eqs 1 and 2) with∆$N ) ∆$H )
0.25 ppm (11.7 T field;all ppmValues listed here and below are1H ppm),
pA ) 96%, are illustrated as a function ofkex. A reference15N single-quan-
tum dispersion profile is shown withkex ) 1000 s-1 (otherwise the same
parameters as above). (b) Dispersion profiles (∆$N ) 0.25 ppm, 11.7 T
field, pA ) 96%,kex ) 500 s-1) as a function of∆$H, ranging from 0 to
0.4 ppm (indicated on the right-hand side of the figure). (c) Simulated
R2,eff(νCPMG f 0) (solid curve) andR2,eff(νCPMG f ∞) (dashed curve) as a
function of log(kex/∆ω) for ∆$N ) ∆$H ) 0.25 ppm (11.7 T field),pA )
96% (∆ω ) ∆ωN ) ∆ωH ) 250π). As discussed in the text, the slow
(R2,eff(νCPMG f 0)) and fast (R2,eff(νCPMG f ∞)) pulsing limits can be
approximated using the sequences on the right (1H-15N multiple-quantum
coherence,δ f ∞) and left (1H single-quantum coherence), respectively.
Also plotted (dotted lines) arekAB, kAB/2 (slow exchange limit, left) and
pApB(∆ω)2/kex, 1/2pApB(2∆ω)2/kex (fast exchange limit, right). See text for
details.
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and contributions calculated in the slow and fast exchange limits
(dotted curves) are obtained over a wide range ofkex/∆ω values.

Implicit in eqs 9 and 12 above (and established with
experimental data below) is that both∆$H and ∆$N can be
extracted from a given1H or 15N MQ dispersion profile. The
MQ experiments are thus particularly powerful in that two
chemical shift differences can be obtained. A second important
point concerns the functional form of the dispersion profiles.
As illustrated in Figure 2 and below in Figures 3 and 4, SQ
and MQ dispersion profiles can be quite different and this

difference contributes to robustness in the extraction of exchange
parameters. Note that the dispersions generated in Figure 2 were
obtained using∆$N ) ∆$H ) 0.25 ppm (1H ppm). For a
system exchanging between folded and unfolded states, it is
often the case that larger∆ω values are obtained. In these cases
and when∆$N ≈ ∆$H, the resulting15N MQ dispersion
profiles do not increase monotonically withνCPMG, as in Figure
2, but rather exhibit oscillations at lowνCPMG that may be useful
in some cases for improving the precision of the extracted
exchange parameters (see Figure 3, below).

Figure 3. Selected1H, 15N MQ and SQ dispersion profiles for K22 (a), E24 (b), and G23 (c) recorded on a perdeuterated,15N-labeled sample of the G48M
Fyn SH3 domain, 25°C. Dispersions recorded at 11.7, 14.1, and 18.8 T are color-coded blue, green, and red, respectively. Experimental data points are
indicated by circles, with best fit curves generated from global fits of all dispersion data from a single residue shown with solid lines. In part c, 6 s-1 and
3 s-1 has been subtracted from1H,15N MQ curves recorded at 11.7 and 14.1 T, respectively, to aid in presentation.15N dispersions for K22 as well as1H
dispersions for E24 are relatively flat and are therefore not displayed. See text for details.
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Applications to the G48M Fyn SH3 Domain: The pulse
schemes described above have been applied to an SH3 domain
from the Fyn tyrosine kinase that has been shown by a variety
of techniques including fluorescence spectroscopy and15N SQ
relaxation dispersion NMR methodology to exchange between
folded and unfolded states.23 Figure 3 shows1H and 15N MQ
dispersion profiles for a number of residues from the15N/2H-
labeled Fyn SH3 domain sample, along with the corresponding
1H and15N SQ profiles for comparison, 25°C. We have chosen
to present SQ and MQ dispersions to illustrate some of the
unique features of the MQ data. In a subsequent publication, a
comprehensive analysis of SQ, MQ and zero-/double-quantum
data sets will be described.1H and15N MQ and SQ profiles (at
11.7 T-blue, 14.1 T-green, and 18.8 T-red) for each residue have
been fit together (a total of 12 dispersion curves) to extract
global exchange parameters,kex, pB along with∆$H (1H SQ),
∆$N (15N SQ),∆$H and∆$N (1H MQ), ∆$H and∆$N (15N
MQ), and intrinsic relaxation rates. We have chosen to extract
chemical shift values separately from each curve so as to assess
the consistency of the extracted parameters from one experiment
to the next. All told, 20 adjustable parameters were used in fits
of the 12 dispersion profiles.

Figure 3a shows fits (solid curves) of dispersion data (open
circles) for K22, for which∆$H * 0, ∆$N ≈ 0. As is readily
apparent from the figure, nearly identical1H MQ and SQ
dispersion profiles are obtained (a consequence of∆$N ≈ 0).
Values ofkex ) 430 ( 80 s-1, pB ) 4.7 ( 0.8%, and∆$H )
1.132( 0.015 ppm (chemical shift difference extracted from
1H SQ dispersion data),∆$N ) 0.030( 0.003 ppm (15N SQ,
data not shown),∆$H ) 1.146( 0.017 ppm (1H MQ), ∆$N

) 0 ( 7 ppm (1H MQ) are obtained (here and in what follows
all shift differences are given in1H ppm). In Figure 3b,15N
MQ and SQ profiles are shown for E24. Values ofkex ) 370(

20 s-1, pB ) 5.6 ( 0.2%,∆$H ) 0.089( 0.002 ppm (1H SQ,
data not shown),∆$N ) 0.345( 0.005 ppm (15N SQ),∆$H

) 0.076( 0.003 ppm (15N MQ), ∆$N ) 0.348( 0.007 ppm
(15N MQ) are obtained. Of note,15N MQ profiles are smaller
than the corresponding15N SQ curves for this residue, due to
the finite ∆$H; 15N MQ dispersions decrease with increasing
νCPMG, since∆$H , ∆$N. Finally, in Figure 3c,1H, 15N MQ
and SQ profiles are illustrated for G23, a case where∆$H ≈
∆$N * 0. It is interesting to note that in cases with large∆$

values and where∆$H ≈ ∆$N, MQ dispersion profiles oscillate
for low νCPMG values and do not decrease with increasingνCPMG

frequencies. Quite remarkably, the (small) oscillations observed
in the experimental data at lowνCPMG values can be completely
explained by theory. Exchange parameterskex ) 410( 30s-1,
pB ) 4.9 ( 0.3% and shift differences∆$H ) 0.866( 0.013
ppm (1H SQ),∆$N ) 0.626( 0.008 ppm (15N SQ),∆$H )
0.857( 0.013 ppm (1H MQ), ∆$N ) 0.646( 0.008 ppm (1H
MQ), ∆$H ) 0.808( 0.009 ppm (15N MQ), ∆$N ) 0.637(
0.014 ppm (15N MQ) are obtained. The extracted values ofkex

andpB for each of the three residues shown in Figure 3 are in
quite good agreement, as are residue- and coherence-specific
∆$i values obtained from the different profiles (compare for
example∆$H for G23 obtained from fits of1H SQ, 1H MQ,
and15N MQ dispersions).

Figure 4 shows15N MQ (open circles) and SQ (filled circles)
dispersion profiles for Y54 and S41 measured at 30°C on a
protonated (15N/1H) G48M Fyn SH3 domain sample. As
described above, it is difficult to record accurate1H dispersions
on protonated samples,21 and reliable∆$H values are therefore
not easily obtained from fits of data from such experiments. In
contrast, values of∆$H can be extracted from fits of15N MQ
dispersion profiles. The sensitivity of such profiles to∆$H is
quite apparent from a comparison of SQ and MQ dispersions
of Y54 and S41, Figure 4, where it is clear that∆$H is much
smaller for Y54 than for S41.15N MQ and SQ dispersion
profiles from the protonated sample were fit together withkex,
pB, ∆$H, and ∆$N treated as global parameters, allowing
extraction of accurate values for∆$H. Exchange parameters
of kex ) 640 ( 14 s-1, pB ) 4.2 ( 0.1%, ∆$H ) 0.051 (
0.002 ppm,∆$N ) 0.259( 0.002 ppm for Y54 andkex ) 672
( 24s-1, pB ) 3.6 ( 0.1%,∆$H ) 0.285( 0.006 ppm,∆$N

) 0.361( 0.004 ppm for S41 (all1H ppm) were obtained. It
is interesting to compare these extracted values with those
measured for the same residues in the deuterated sample, with
the caveat that experiments on the protonated sample were
recorded at a temperature 5°C higher than on the deuterated
protein. For Y54 in the perdeuterated sample, we measurekex

) 365( 20 s-1, pB ) 6.0( 0.2%,∆$H(avg)) 0.086( 0.040
ppm and∆$N(avg)) 0.284( 0.012 ppm, where∆$i(avg) is
the average over the three values obtained from fits of the SQ
and MQ dispersions, with the standard deviation reported as
well. In the case of S41,kex ) 360( 34 s-1, pB ) 4.7( 0.4%,
∆$H(avg)) 0.291( 0.036 ppm,∆$N(avg)) 0.364( 0.006
ppm. The chemical shift differences are in excellent agreement
between protonated and deuterated samples, withpB values
considerably higher in the case of the deuterated sample,
indicating that perdeuteration decreases the stablity of the G48M
Fyn SH3 domain. The above data is also consistent with a
decrease in the folding rate upon deuteration, with a small
change to the unfolding rate, again reflecting loss of stability.

Figure 4. 15N MQ (upper two traces) and15N SQ dispersion profiles
(bottom three) recorded for Y54 (a) and S41 (b) of a protonated15N sample
of the G48M Fyn SH3 domain, 30°C (red, green, and blue color-coded for
18.8, 14.1, and 11.7 T). Experimental MQ(SQ) data points are indicated
with open(filled) circles, with curves generated from global fits of the data
shown with solid lines (see text for details).
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The effect of deuteration on protein stability has been docu-
mented,33,34 and in some cases stability decreases of the sort
observed here have been noted.33

In summary, we have presented pulse schemes for the
measurement of15N and1H MQ dispersion profiles. These new
sequences are powerful additions to the repertoire of experiments
that are available for studying exchanging systems. MQ and
SQ dispersion curves can be fit simultaneously to obtain more
robust measures of exchange parameters than would be possible
from independent fits. This is particularly the case when one
considers that the dependence of MQ and SQ profiles onνCPMG

can be quite different. In the case of protonated samples,
recording15N MQ profiles allows extraction of∆$H values

that would be difficult to obtain using other types of dispersion
experiments. The theory behind the experiments has been
presented, along with analytical expressions that permit rapid
extraction of exchange parameters from fits of the data. Finally,
the utility of the experiments has been established with
applications to protonated and perdeuterated samples of an SH3
domain that exchanges between folded and unfolded states.
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